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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20310

January 15, 1982

To the Reader:

The US Army is pursuing a major modernization effort that will bring it from the
technology of the early fifties and sixties to that of the eighties and nineties.
In the next few years we will be equipping our force with new and improved
systems that cover the full spectrum of our mission needs--a new tank and fighting
vehicle for our ground forces, an entire family of air defense systems, new attack
and utility helicopters, and many other necessary items. In short, we are on the
verge of fielding a modernized Army--one equipped to handle any task the nation
assigns it.

This unclassified handbook is a consolidated reference for a number of selected
Army weapons systems and other equipment. The weapon systems shown in this
handbook are categorized by specific Army mission areas as follows: Close Combat;
Air Defense; Fire Support; Combat Support; Combat Service Support; Command, Control
and Communications; and Strategic Conflict. A short definition of these mission
areas is given at the start of each section.

We are proud of these systems, as we are of our entire Army. We trust that
this handbook will serve to provide you with a better understanding of the Army's
modernization effort and equipment needs.

- .<E>W"4h~]é; /37 I7HA-/’f
JoR. SCULLEY JAMES H. MERRYMA

Assistant Secretary of the Army Lieutenant General, GS

(Research, Development and Acquisition) Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development, and Acquisition
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The Close Combat mission area relates to the application of direct
combat power. As the term indicates, "close combat" involves two adversaries
standing eyeball to eyeball, with man pitted against man, weapon against
weapon. This mission area includes Such items as tanks, fighting vehicle
systems, direct line—of-sight weapons, and short-range mortars that are used
by the infantryman.

A.

CLOSE COMBAT



MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

M1 ABRAMS TANK

The M1 Tank is the Army's primary ground combat weapon system for closing with and
destroying enemy forces using firepower, mobility and shock action. This is accom—
plished in coordination with other ground and air systems under all battlefield
conditions and levels of combat intensity. The Ml's special armor, com-
partmentalization of fuel, and maingun ammunition which is stored away from the
crew, together with an automatic fire detection and suppression system make the M1

less vulnerable and more survivable on the modern battlefield. Its improved
day—night fire control and shoot-on-the—move capability assure its ability to deli—
ver highly accurate and lethal fires on both armored and unprotected targets over
the spectrum of engagement ranges. The 1500—horsepower turbine engine and improved
suspension system permit the tank to move quickly’across the battlefield, assuring
speedy mission accomplishment while reducing the tank's exposure to threat weapons.
The M1 replaces the M60 series tank on a one—for—one basis in US armor units.

Weight: 60.0 tons Secondary Armament: One .50 cal machinegun
Top speed: 45 mph Armament: Two 7.62 cal machineguns
Height: 93.5 inches Crew: 4
Main gun: 105mm

Over the past decade the Soviets have conducted an intensive armor modernization
effort, have fielded several thousand T—64's and T—72's-—two tanks considered
superior to our current M60 series tanks. In addition, they are preparing to field
the next Soviet tank, the T-80. The T-80 may be comparable in performance to the
Ml.

The M1 is now in procurement, with a small amount of development and testing yet to
be accomplished. Fielding began in 1981 and will continue for a decade or more.
The MlEl, a lZOmm-gun—equipped M1, is now in development. The first
production—model MlEl will be produced in 1985. In addition, the Army is pursuing
a product improvement program to assure that the M1 maintains its competitive posi-
tion through the 1980's and beyond.

Chrysler Defense Inc. (Detroit, MI)
AVCO Lycoming Division (Stratford, CT)
Cadillac Gage (Detroit, MI)
Hughes Aircraft Corp. (Culver City, CA)
Detroit Diesel Allison (Indianapolis, IN)
Honeywell Inc. (Hopkins, MN)
Kollmorgen (Northamptom, MA)
Singer—Kearfott (Little Falls, NJ)
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MISSION:

wamm:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:
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M6OA3 TANK

The M60A3 is a product—improved version of the Army's M60 series tank, which has
been in the field for decades. Some of the more important improvements made to the
basic M60A1 tank in the A3 upgrade program include gun stabilization, which has
significantly improved the shoot-on-the—move capability, and a laser rangefinder
with solid—state computer, which has enhanced the first—round hit capability.
Further, the fighting capability of the M60A3 is improved with the addition of a
thermal imaging gunner's periscope which extends day and night capability. The
M60A3 is now replacing the M60A1 in high—priority units until it can be replaced,
in turn, by the new M1 tank.

Weight: 57 tons Secondary Armament: One .50 cal machinegun
Height: 128 inches One 7.62mm machinegun
Crew: 4 Road Speed: 30 mph
Main Gun: 105mm gun

The Soviets have several medium tanks fielded. The T-54, 55, and 62 are considered
inferior to the M60A3, while the T-64 and T—72 are considered at least marginally
superior, primarily by virtue of their advanced armor protection, 125mm gun and
capability to operate in an NBC environment.

New production of M60A3‘s began in 1979, and except for foreign military sales
paybacks for diversions and an FY81 supplemental, production is now completed. An
upgraded conversion of the older M60A1 fleet is also currently ongoing.

Chrysler (Warren, MI) Cadillac Gage (Warren, MI)
Teledyne Continental Motors (Muskegon, MI) Bendix Corp. (Montreal, Quebec, Canada)
Hughes Aircraft Co. (Los Angeles, CA) Allison Div. (Indianapolis, IN)
Kollsman Instruments Co. (Nashua, NH) GMC (Detroit, MI)
Texas Instruments Co. (Dallas, TX) Goodyear (Akron, 0H)
Honeywell Inc. (Hopkins, MN) Firestone (Akron, OH)
Baird Atomic (Bedford, MA) Opto Electric Co. (Dallas, TX)
Eastman Kodak Co. (Rochester, NY)



BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLES
INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE (IFV) AND CAVALRY FIGHTING VEHICLE (CFV)

MISSION: The Bradley Fighting Vehicles (IFV and CFV) provide the mechanized infantry with a
full—track, lightly armored fighting vehicle and scout and armored cavalry units a
vehicle for their screening, reconnaissance, and security missions. Both IFV and
CFV have a two—man turret which mounts the 25mm automatic stabilized cannon, its
primary armament, supported by the TOW antitank guided missile system, and the
7.62mm coaxial machinegun. The IFV has, in addition, six 5.56mm firing port
weapons positioned along the side and rear of the vehicle. The overall mobility of
the vehicle is comparable to that of the Ml tank. The IFV carries a nine-man
squad——commander, gunner, driver, and six squad members who can fight either
mounted using firing port weapons, 25mm cannon, 7.62mm MG's and TOW missile, or
dismounted. The CFV carries a five—man team for reconnaissance missions. The
Bradley employs a "space laminate" armor designed to protect small caliber weapons
up to the 14.5mm, overhead crew protection against 155mm airbursts, and hull pro—
tection against antipersonnel mines. The vehicle is equipped with day and night
thermal sight capability.

CHARACTERISTICS: Weight: 50,000 lbs. Troop Capacity: 9-IFV/5-CFV
Range: 300 miles Armament: 25mm Cannon, 7.62mm machinegun
Road Speed: 42 mph and TOW missiles, 5.56mm Firing

Port Weapons (IFV only)

SOVIET COUNTERPART: The Soviet BMP, which has been in the field in quantity for well over a decade, is
considered the world's best fielded infantry fighting vehicle. It mounts a 73mm

smoothbore cannon, a SAGGER antitank missile, and permits the infantry squad to
fire from the inside. The IFV/CFV, when fielded, will be superior to the BMP in
mobility, armor protection, and range and accuracy of its main armament.

PROGRAM STATUS: The first production vehicle was delivered in May 1981. Initial production vehi—
cles are being used for production testing, verification of logistic support items
interface, and training at the Army schools. In early 1983 the first infantry bat-
talion will be equipped with the IFV at Fort Hood. Analysis is continuing to
determine if the acquisition strategy for 1983 and beyond will include a second
prime contractor.

CONTRACTOR: FMC Corporation, San Jose, CA



MISSION:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

LIGHT ARMORED VEHICLE (LAV)

The Army and the US Marine Corps have stated an urgent need for a lightweight,
antiarmor, assault—capable weapon system that is transportable by both strategic
and tactical aircraft. The weapons system will support the light divisions (to
include Rapid Deployment Forces) of both Services.

A joint Army/Marine Corps program was established on 8 May 1981. The program
requires the competitive selection and procurement of an "essentially"
off-the-shelf vehicle with proven reliability. Requests for Proposals were let to
industry, responses were received, and four contracts were awarded on 11 September
1981. Each winning contractor has delivered several vehicles each to test sites
for the competitive runoff to be conducted November L981 through May 1982. The
Marine Corps is funding most of the Research and Development costs. The Army has
limited Research and Development funding and significant procurement funding in the
program. The winning contractor is to be determined by July 1982.

Cadillac Gage Company (Warren, Michigan)
(2 contracts: 4x4 Wheeled Vehicle and 6x6 wheeled vehicle)
General Mbtors (Canada, Ontario, CD)
(8x8 wheeled vehicle)
Alvis Limited (Coventry, England)
(Tracked Vehicle)



MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:
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SOVIET COUNTERPART:

AH-64 APACHE

The APACHE will be the Army's quick-reacting, airborne antitank weapon. Terrain
limitations and the unfavorable balance in armor dictate the need for a system that
can fly quickly to the heaviest enemy penetration and destroy, disrupt, or delay
the attack long enough for friendly armor and ground units to reach the scene. The
APACHE is designed to fight worldwide and survive. It is equipped with a Target
Acquisition Designation Sight and Pilot Night Vision Sensor (TADS/PNVS) which per—

mit its two—man crew to navigate and attack in darkness and in adverse weather con-
ditions. Although the principal mission of the APACHE is the destruction of enemy
armor, it is also equipped with a 30mm chain gun and 2.75—inch rockets that are
lethal against a wide variety of targets. When deployed, the APACHE will be the
Army's primary attack helicopter and will be complemented by the COBRA that is now

in the field.
Armament: Hellfire missiles, 2.75-inch

rockets, and 30mm chain gun.
Speed: 146 knots
Mission Weight: 14,660 lbs

The Soviets have deployed significant numbers of HIND attack helicopters. This
helicopter is capable of delivering antitank guided missiles, unguided rockets,
Gatling gun fire, and bombs. While the HIND D is faster than the APACHE, it is
considered less maneuverable, probably more vulnerable, and less capable of accu—
rate antiarmor fire in darkness and adverse weather. The HIND is more capable than
the presently fielded US COBRA.

The APACHE will complete development and begin production in FY82. Fielding is
scheduled for the mid-1980's.

Hughes Helicopters (Culver City, CA)
General Electric (W. Lynn, MA)
Martin Marietta (Orlando, FL)

ll
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MISSION:

CHARAC?§RISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

CONTRACTglgg:

HELLFIRE MODULAR MISSILE SYSTEM

Hellfire is a third—generation airborne antiarmor weapon. It is presently intended
for use as the main armament of the APACHE helicopter. Hellfire homes on a laser
spot that can be projected from a number of sources, including ground observers and
other aircraft as well as the launching aircraft itself. This enables the APACHE
AH-64 to launch its missiles indirectly, in some situations, without even seeing
the target. A possible follow—on seeker will allow the missile to find its target
without help from an outside designator. The APACHE AH—64 can carry up to 16
Hellfire missiles. Uses 0n other Army and Air Force Aircraft are also under con—
sideration for Hellfire. Hellfire provides significant improvement over TOW: (1)
much greater lethality, (2) increased firing rates, (3) greater standoff range, (4)
greater versatility, and (5) less time of time of flight.

Diameter: 7 inches
Weight: 99 lbs.
Guidance: Laser semiactive

The Soviets have a Wide variety of wire, radio, and laser homing antiarmor missiles
of varying accuracy and lethality. No accurate comparison is yet possible between
Hellfire and Soviet laser homing antitank weapons.

Hellfire has completed full-scale engineering development and will be first fielded
with the APACHE.

North American Rockwell (Columbus, 0H)
Martin Marietta (Orlando, FL)

l3
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MlSSION:

CHARACTER1§IICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

ARMY HELICOPTER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (AHIP)

AHIP is the program to modify a helicopter platform to conduct reconnaissance, sur—

veillance, security, target acquisition, and target designation functions. The
near—term requirement is fulfilled by modified OH—58 with day/night—capable
Mast—Mounted Sight (MMS). The MMS will enable the scout to hover behind trees and
hilltops, below the enemy's radar horizon, while performing its mission. The MMS

will contain a laser rangefinder, day TV and a Forward—looking Infrared (FLIR) sen—

sor. The MMS platform will be the focal point for effectively finding the enemy
and directing a coordinated attack. It will operate in close harmony with attack
helicopters as hunter/killer teams. The MMS will enable the platform to provide
spotting and precision designation for the Copperhead and Hellfire missiles, and
Air Force laSer—guided munitions.

Weight: 3,200 lbs.
Speed: 112 knots
Endurance: 1.9 hours
Crew: 2

Armament: None

None

The Full—Scale Engineering Development contract was awarded to Bell Helicopter
TBXtIOH 0n 21 sePtember 1981. Development is proceeding with the Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) scheduled for the first week of March 1982.

Bell Helicopter Textron (Ft. worth, TX)
McDonnell Douglas (Huntington Beach, CA)
Northrop (Anaheim, CA)
Detroit Diesel Allison Division (Indianapolis, IN)

15



MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

AH-lS COBRA

The AH—l, which saw extensive combat in Vietnam, is a single—engine, two-place,
attack helicopter. In its original "G" configuration it was an excellent weapon
against enemy personnel and lightly armored vehicles, but had no capability against
tanks. The TOW wire-guided missile, which saw brief but highly successful combat
against enemy armor and other vehicles during the latter stages of the war in
Vietnam, has been mated with the AH—l to produce the TOW/Cobra, or AH—lS. New
helicopters are being Procured, and exiSting "G" models converted, so that all Army
attack helicopters will be capable of defeating enemy armor, The AH-lS began serv-
ice in 1977, and several hundred are now operational in Europe. The Cobra, while
an effective weapon, is limited in engine power and avionics. It is largely lim—
ited to fair—weather and daylight operations. In addition, the 8 TOW missiles the
Cobra carries are wire guided, and the launching aircraft must keep the target in
its crosshairs until missile impact, tending to expose it to enemy missile and gun
fires. These and other performance, lethality, and survivability considerations
led the Army to begin the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AH-64, APACHE) program. The
Cobra, however, will remain in service in a complementary role long after the
fielding of the APACHE. The Cobra, like the APACHE, is designed to disrupt,
harass, and destroy enemy armor thrusts, buying time for friendly ground units to
reach the scene. It also carries free—flight rockets and a 20mm cannon to support
friendly units engaged in grOund combat.

Weight: 10,000 lbs.
Speed: 129 knots
Endurance: 2.2 — 2.9 hrs.
Crew: 2

Armament: 8 TOW missiles, 2.75—inch rockets and 20mm cannon.

The Soviet HIND—D/E attack helicopters hold a considerable advantage over the Cobra
in terms 0f ordnance caPaCity, cargo capacity, and armor protection.

In FY82 the Army will procure 12 Cobras for the National Guard. The
Forward—Looking Infrared (FLIR) nightsight, to give night fighting capability to
the C°braa began development in FY81 with the enhanced TOW missile system pro-
curement beginning in FY85.

Bell Helicopter Textron (Ft. Worth, TX)
Lycoming (Stratford, CT)
Hughes (Culver City, CA)

l7



MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

IMPROVED TOW VEHICLE (ITV)

The Improved TOW Vehicle is designed to enhance the Army‘s antitank capability in
response to the significant numerical superiority in armor enjoyed by the Soviet
and Warsaw Pact forces. ITV combines two existing weapon systems: The
Tube—Launched, Optically Tracked, Wire—Guided (TOW) missile system and the M113
Armored Personnel Carrier. The TOW components are mounted in a launcher platform
that is attached to a modified M27 cupola. An elevating mechanism positions the
launcher platform from and into the stow, reload, and elevated position. An opti—
cal image transfer assembly enables the gunner to stay within the M113 and still
use the TOW day and night optical sights. The vehicle carries 10 TOW rounds. The
system can fire 2 TOW missiles from its launcher while the crew remains under
armor. Reloading can be accomplished from inside the vehicle. The elevated
hammerhead launcher allows the vehicle to remain behind cover, even while firing
its missiles. Should the vehicle become disabled, the TOW components can be
removed and used in a ground-mounted mode. A periscope has been provided to the
commander for target acquisition. A 7.62mm, M60 machinegun is pintle mounted and
attached to a monorail on the cupola.

Weight: 26,000 lbs
Range: 300 miles
Speed: 42 mph (road speed)
Armament: 10 TOW missiles; 7.62 machinegun

The Soviets have a wide variety of antitank missile launch vehicles, including the
BMD and BMP (tracked) and the wheeled BRDM reconnaissance vehicle.

ITV has been fielded in Europe and is now being fielded in CONUS. A modification
program to adapt all ITV's to fire the TOW 2 missile is planned for completion
during FY82 and early 1983.

Emerson Electric (St. Louis, MO)
FMC Corp (San Jose, CA)
GMC, Detroit Diesel Allison (Detroit, MI)
GMS, Detroit Diesel Allison (Indianapolis, IN)
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MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

TOW MISSILE SYSTEM

The TOW (Tube-Launched, Optically Tracked, Wire—Guided) missile is the most
powerful antitank weapon used by the infantry. It is found at battalion level in
ground units and is also mounted on the Bradley Fighting Vehicle, Improved TOW
Vehicle, and on the AH—lS Cobra Helicopter. When the missile is fired, a sensor in
the launcher tracks a flare in the tail of the missile. The gunner need only keep
his crosshairs on the target. A computer in the launcher corrects any deviation of
the missile from the crosshair aim point and sends corrections to the missile via
two extremely thin wires that unravel in flight. The warhead'is powerful enough to
frontally penetrate the vast majority of presentIy fielded main battle tanks.

Weight (Launcher): 241 lbs.
Weight (Missile): 54 lbs.
Range: 3000/3750 meters
Crew: 4

The Soviet SAGGER, used extensively in the Middle East war of 1973, is a generation
behind the TOW. The gunner must track the missile optically and steer it to its
target with a joystick controller. The Soviets are currently fielding an improved
antitank missile that is considered at least as capable as TOW.

TOW has been in the inventory for several years. A TOW Thermal Night Sight and an
improved warhead have been fielded. RDTE work is in progress to further increase
warhead lethality and to improve performance against countermeasures and obscur—
ants. Production 0f this improved system has been authorized and will begin soon.

Hughes Aircraft (Tucson, AZ)
Texas Instruments (Austin, TX)

21



DRAGON

MISSION: Dragon is a medium—range, wire—guided antitank missile that replaces the 90mm

recoilless rifle. It is designed to provide an accurate manportable antitank capa—

bility at platoon level. A Dragon gunner need only keep his sight crosshairs on
the target to score a hit. An electronic mechanism in the launcher tracks an
infrared flare in the tail of the missile and keeps it aligned with the gunner's
line of sight via commands sent along two thin wires. Course corrections are made

by tiny thrusters in the body of the missile.

CHARACTERISTICS: Weight (Launcher): 6.5 lbs.
Weight (Missile): 24.4 lbs.
Range: 1000
Crew: 1

SOVIET COUNTERPART: The Soviets have a wide variety of antitank guided missiles. Many, such as the
SWATTER, employ "joy Stick" guidance and are not as accurate as Dragon. These
early systems are being replaced by automatic systems at least as capable as
Dragon.

PROGRAM STATUS: Dragon is deployed in Army units. Some of the missile inventory is suffering from
a short shelf life of the rocket thrusters. These thrusters will be upgraded as
funds are made available.

CONTRACTORS: Raytheon (Bristol, TN)
McDonnell Douglas (Titusville, FL)
Texas Instruments (Austin, TX)
Kollsman Instruments (Nashua, NH)
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MISSIOA:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET CQHEIERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTOR:

VIPER

Viper is a short—range, unguided antitank rocket that serves as a close-range
defensive weapon against enemy armor. It is a one—shot, disposable round of ammu—
nition which can be issued to virtually every soldier on an as needed basis. Viper
replaces the Light Antitank Weapon (LAW), first fielded in 1962. It is considera—
bly superior to the LAW in range and lethality, and will defeat the vast majority
of tanks currently fielded. It also has an excellent capability against secondary
targets, such as wheeled and tracked vehicles, bunkers, and field fortifications.
Sighting: Visual
Range: 300 meters
Weight: 8.9 lbs

The Soviets do not use throwaway antitank rockets, but have a dedicated antitank
gunner in each squad employing a version of the Rocket-Propelled Grenade (RPG—7), a
bazooka—type weapon used in Vietnam and the Middle East. The launcher weighs 19
pounds ready to fire. Its range is comparable to the Viper; however, the warheadis not as lethal. Like the Viper, its accuracy is a function of gunner skill.
Viper is planned for procurement with production deliveries beginning in FY83.

General Dynamics (Pomona, CA)
Atlantic Research Corp. (Gainesville, VA)
Brunswick Corp. (Lincoln, NE)
Bulova Watch Co. (Valley Stream, NY)
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The Air Defense mission area relates to the detection and engagement of the AIR DEFENSEair threat with ground fire systems. Air defense systems must protect all
ground forces elements including troop formations, depots, lines of communication
air bases, key command and control facilities, and other vital assets.

26 27
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CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUQ:

CONTRACTORS:
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PATRIOT

Patriot is the Army's new high— and medium—altitude antiaircraft missile system
designed to simultaneously attack and destroy several enemy aircraft while tracking
scores more. It employs a radically new concept called Track—Via-Missile guidance.
As the missile reaches the vicinity of the enemy aircraft, it informs the radar ofits location in relation to its target. A computer then makes calculations and
directs the missile on a path that insures a kill. The missile has a proximity
fuzed warhead, so it need only pass near the target to destroy it. An important
feature of the system is its ability to operate under the intense electronic
jamming conditions that will be a part of future combat, and that are presently
threatening the usefulness of Nike Hercules and HAWK, the systems Patriot will
replace. The Patriot fire unit consists of a truck—mounted, electronically scanned
phased array radar, a control unit housing the computers and operators, a power
plant vehicle, and up to eight truck—mounted launchers, each containing four
factory-sealed missiles. The missiles require no field maintenance and are
launched directly from their containers. Patriot, despite its advanced technology,
requires less manpower to operate than its predecessor systems. It is designed to
be the keystone of theater air defense and to defeat saturation raids by large num—
bers of sophisticated aircraft employing jamming, chaff, and other countermeasures.

Guidance: Track-Via-Missile

The Soviets have several missile systems, including the SA—l, SA-2, SA—4, and SA—5
that are “39d t0 attaCk aircraft in the regime for which Patriot was designed.
None is considered as advanced or effective as Patriot,
Patriot has entered limited production. Testing to confirm system reliability,
software, and electronic countermeasure capabilities has been highly successful.
The Army is currently working With NATO on a Patriot acquisition program.

Raytheon Company (Bedford, MA)
Martin Marietta Corporation (Orlando, FL)
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MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

ROLAND

The Soviets have fielded an enormous number of high-performance aircraft and heli—
copters over the past several years. Many of them, such as the MIG—23, are de-
signed for bombing and missile attack of ground units. In addition, the trend is
toward aircraft that can attack in darkness and bad weather. The US Army currently
has no all—weather, short—range, air defense missile system. Roland, a
European—designed all—weather, short-range system adapted for use by the Army, is
radar guided (with an optical backup capability) and mounted entirely on one vehi-
cle. A single fire unit can track and destroy up to ten enemy aircraft in a matter
of minutes. Roland will be used in support of the Rapid Deployment Force.

Crew: 4
Guidance: Radar/Optical
Missiles: 10 per vehicle

The Soviet SA-8 system, fielded about 1974, is mounted on a large wheeled vehicle.
It is also designed for all—weather operations and is roughly equivalent to Roland,
although it exceeds it in range capability by several kilometers. The SA—8 can
engage targets at a range of 12km, and all components needed to conduct the engage—
ment (acquisition, tracking, and guidance radars, and missiles) are mounted on a
three—axle amphibious vehicle. There are twenty SA—8 launch vehicles organic to a
motorized rifle or tank division.

US Roland is currently in low—rate production and should reach the field in the
mid—80's. Program composition for FY82 and beyond is being restructured to field a
single light battalion for use with the Rapid Deployment Force.

Hughes Aircraft Company (Canoga Park, CA)
Boeing Aerospace Company (Seattle, WA)
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PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

IMPROVED HAWK

The Improved Hawk is an all-weather, low—to—medium—altitude air defense missile
system. The improved version has superior fire control, lethality, range, reliabi-lity, and effectiveness against jamming. The Hawk system has never been used in
combat by US forces, but in its basic configuration, it destroyed over a score of
high—performance aircraft in the Middle East War of 1973. The Improved Hawk bat-
tery has tw0 acquisition radars (one for medium and high altitudes and another for
low altitudes), a special radar to provide range information in an enemy—initiated
jamming environment, a Battery Control Central that houses tactical displays and
controls, a data processor, and either two or three firing platoons depending on
the desired configuration. Each platoon has a tracking radar and three launchers
containing a total of nine ready missiles. The Hawk missile carries a large, prox—
imity fuzed, high-explosive warhead which needs only to pass near the target to
destroy it.
The Soviet SA-6 is somewhat similar to Improved Hawk. Its range and altitude capa—bilities (30 km and 10 km, respectively) are less than that of the Improved Hawk,
but the SA-6 is more mobile. The Basic SA—6 unit is a Regiment which includes five
missile firing batteries. Principal components of a missile battery include a tar-
get acquisition and fire control radar called "STRAIGHT FLUSH" and 4
Transporter-Erector—Launchers (TEL'S). Each TEL carries 3 ready—to-fire missiles.
Six other missiles are usually held in reserve on two missile transloader vehicles.
The missile (GAINFUL) uses semiactive radar—homing guidance.

Improved Hawk entered the field in FY73 and is deployed worldwide with the Army,
Marines, NATO, and numerous other friendly nations. Improved Hawk is undergoing a
series of modifications called product improvements. These will significantly
improve system effectiveness, maintainability, reliability, availability, and
improve engagement capabilities against the projected threat.

Raytheon Company (West Andover, MA)
Aerojet (Sacramento, CA)
Westinghouse Electric Corp (Baltimore, MD)
Northrop Corp (Anaheim, CA)
Applied Devices Corp (Kissamee, FL)
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CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CHAPARRAL

Chaparral is the Army's current short—range air defense (SHORAD) surface—to-air
missile system. It is effective against all types of aircraft at low altitude and
provides protection for infantry, mechanized infantry, and armor divisions and
corps and theater rear areas. Chaparral is a self-contained, self—propelled sys—
tem. Its tracked vehicle carrier provides excellent cross—country mobility. The
launch station iS SElf-ContaiDEd and can be detached from the carrier and ground
emplaced. The missile is lightweight, supersonic, passive infrared homing
fire—and—forget missile which, in its improved version, defends against approaching
and receding targets. To assist the gunner identify targets as friendly, Chaparral
has an Identification Friend—or—Foe (IFF) subsystem. Each Chaparral carries four
ready missiles on launch rails and eight additional missiles in storage com—
partments. Chaparral was initially fielded in 1969 and will remain in the
inventory through the 1990's.

Crew: Five
Guidance: Infrared Homing, Fire—and—Forget
Warhead: Blast—fragmentation
Fuze: RF directional doppler

The SA-9, introduced in the mid-1970'S, is considered roughly equivalent to
Chaparral. It has approximately the same range and also uses an infrared homing
guidance system. Four missiles are turret mounted on a two—axle amphibious vehi—
cle. The SA—9 provides regimental—level air defense; there are 16 weapon systems
per division and four per regiment.

To keep Chaparral current, several improvements are programed. It is presently
constrained to clear—day operations because targets are visually acquired. An im—
proved acquisition device——a Forward-Looking Infrared (FLIR) night sight——has been
developed and is ready for production in FY82. The FLIR provides the gunner
day/night and some adverse weather target acquisition capability. The current mis—
sile is susceptible to some infrared countermeasures (IRCM), and its rocket motor
leaves a highly visible smoke trail. Smokeless rocket motors are being procured to
replace the missiles' current "smokey" motors upon their shelf—life expiration.
Development will be initiated in FY82 to provide Chaparral an improved missile
guidance system capable of defeating the current and postulated future IRCM threat.

Ford Aerospace and Communications Corps. (Neyport Beach, CA)
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DIVISION AIR DEFENSE GUN SYSTEM (DIVAD)

The Army's forward maneuver units currently lack adequate air defense coverage.
The need for such coverage has become more critical with the proliferation of
Soviet ground attack aircraft and antitank guided missile—launching helicopters.
The Division Air Defense Gun will have the capability to move with the forward
maneuver elements and provide an effective defense against these threats.
Significant capabilities include rapid reaction, increased range, and an improvedfire control system. Additionally, the system will be capable of engaging and
defeating most ground targets, except tanks, in a self—defense mode. The present
Army air defense gun, the Vulcan, lacks the lethality, accuracy, mobility, and
armor protection to perform this mission. The DIVAD system combines a twin 40mm
gun system with a sophisticated fire control system. The chassis is a modified
M48A5 tank. The Vulcan system will be retained in airborne and airmobile units.
Caliber: 40mm
Rate of Fire: 620 shots per minute
Fire Control: Radar/Optical

The Soviet ZSU-23-4 four—barreled self—propelled air defense system is one of the
world's finest. Although basically a product of 1950's technology, it has per-
formed effectively against US aircraft in Vietnam and against Israeli aircraft in
the 1973 war. It is considered superior to the presently fielded US Vulcan, but
less effective than the DIVAD Gun Systems. The follow—on to the ZSU-23-4 may be
anticipated in the near future.

The RDTE phase of the program ends in FY83. Procurement funding for facilitization
and long-leadtime components was requested in FY81. The first DIVAD Gun pro—
curement was requested in the FY82 budget, and the FY83 budget increases the pro-
duction rate. The first DIVAD Gun units will be deployed in the mid—80's.

Ford Aerospace and Communications (Newport Beach, CA)
Westinghouse (Baltimore, MD)
Bofors Ordnance (Bofors, Sweden)
AAI Corp. (Baltimore, MD)
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STINGER

Stinger is a shoulder-fired, infrared homing missile system whose mission is to
provide air defense coverage to even the smallest of combat units. The missile
homes on the heat emitted by either jet or propeller—driven fixed—wing aircraft or
helicopters, and employs a proportional navigation system that allows it to fly an
intercept course tc the target. A Stinger crew visually acquires its target and
electronically interrogates it to determine if it is a friend or foe. The missile
notifies the gunner when it has a "lock" on the target. It is then fired from the
tube by a small launch motor. Once the missile has traveled a safe distance from
the gunner, its main engine ignites and propels it to the target. Stinger is
stored in a sealed tube, requires no maintenance in the field, and is designed to
withstand the rigors of the battlefield. It is replacing the Redeye system. It
can attack much faster targets, and most importantly, can destroy aircraft from any
angle.

There is no direct Soviet counterpart to the Stinger system. The SA—7, the Soviet
manportable air defense system, is comparable tc the US Redeye, the predecessor to
Stinger. With a range and altitude capability of approximately 3 km, and
only a tail chase capability, the SA-7 was used extensively in Vietnam and the
Middle East. The SA~7 is extensively deployed with the maneuver units throughout
the Warsaw Pact.

Stinger is in production and was operationally deployed to Germany in February
1981. A follow—on seeker of advanced design is in full—scale engineering
development.

General Dynamics (Pomona, CA)
Teledyne Electronics (Newbury Park, CA)
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The Fire Support mission area includes those systems directly related to FlRE PPthe generation of indirect fire power. This mission area includes not only
conventional, nuclear, and chemical fire support provided by cannons, rockets,
and missile systems, but also the target acquisition and communication systems
integral to field artillery operations.
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PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTOR:

PERSHING II MISSILE SYSTEM

Pershing II is a modular, evolutionary improvement to the currently fielded
Pershing 1A ballistic missile. It is more accurate than the PIA and provides more
than twice the range. The accuracy improvement is achieved by a technique called
Radar Area Correlation. As the Pershing II reentry vehicle descends in the area of
the target, it compares live radar reflection from the target area with reference
scenes stored prior to launch. It then makes course adjustments based on the com-
parisons, producing almost pinpoint accuracy, and hence allowing the use of smaller
nuclear warheads that produce less unwanted collateral damage. Pershing II also
incorporates several other features that enhance its flexibility and decrease its
operating costs. Pershing II is part of an appropriate response to the Soviet
deployment of the SS-ZO, a system that threatens virtually all installations and
cities in western Europe. The Pershing system is truck mounted, highly mobile, and
rapid reacting, and as such is a survivable and powerful part of the tactical
nuclear force in Europe.

Propulsion: Solid two—stage
Warhead: Nuclear

The SS—20, a mobile intermediate—range ballistic missile (IRBM). It consists of
the first two stages of the SS—16 ICBM. It is configured to carry three MIRV's and
has a range of well over 3,000 km. It does not, however, have the accuracy
afforded by the Pershing II system Radar Area Correlation Guidance.

Pershing II is in full—scale engineering development and is scheduled to be
deployed in the mid—1980's.

Martin Marietta (Orlando, FL)
Goodyear Aerospace Corp. (Akron, OH)
Singer Co., Kearfott Division (Little Falls, NJ)
Bendix Corp. (Teterboro, NJ)
Hercules Inc. (Salt Lake City, UT)
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MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)

The MLRS is a free—flight, area fire, artillery rocket system being developed tofill an existing void in conventional fire support. The primary mission is coun-
terfire and suppression of enemy air defenses. It supplements cannon artillery
fires by delivering large volumes of firepower in a short time against critical,
time—sensitive targets. The basic warhead carries improved conventional submuni—
tions. The Germans, one of four partners in an international development program,
are developing a scatterable mine warhead. Growth potential exists to add a
Terminal Guidance Warhead (TGW)——to defeat armor.

Warhead: Improved Conventional Munitions
Propulsion: Solid

The Soviets have a very effective multiple rocket capability with several sizes of
rockets. Many of these were used effectively during the Vietnam conflict. The
rockets themselves, however, are not believed to be as accurate as the MLRS rocket.
A new system, believed to be similar in employment concept and size, has been seen
deployed in Europe.

MLRS is now in a Research and Development design maturation phase that is concur—
rent with low—rate initial production. It is being developed on an accelerated
schedule so that fielding can begin in the early—to-mid 1980's. MLRS is being
developed jointly by the United States, United Kingdom, Germany, and France. Italy
may participate.

Vought Corporation (Dallas, TX)
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M109A2 SELF-PROPELLED HOWITZER

The M109A2 is an improved version of the M109 self—propelled howitzer that was
fielded early in the 1960's. The improvements are in the areas of reliability and
maintainability, safety, and ammunition storage which was improved by the addition
of a larger ammunition storage rack that holds 22 rounds as well as accommodations
for guided projectiles. The M109A2 is designed to provide support to armored and
mechanized infantry columns. As a "tracked" vehicle, it has the capability of
accompanying armored units in any terrain. The M109A2 is air transportable in a C5
and can fire any 155mm howitzer ammunition, nuclear or conventional, currently in
the inventory. I

Range: 24km with rocket—assisted projectile;
18.1km unassisted

Weight: 54,000 lb
Crew: Six
Ammunition: High Explosives, Smoke, White Phosphorus Chemical, Improved Conventional

Munitions, Copperhead, Illumination, Nuclear, Scatterable Mines.

The Soviets have recently fielded a new, fully-tracked 152mm howitzer. It is con-
sidered comparable to the M109A2 in most performance categories.

The M109A2 is in full—scale production and is being delivered to a number of units.
Bowen-McLaughlin—York Corporation (York, PA)
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M110A2 SELF-PROPELLED 8-INCH HOWITZER

The MllOAZ is an improved version of the Army's heaviest cannon artillery weapon.
It is employed in Division Artillery general support battalions and separate
Corps/Army battalions. Some of its missions, aside from general support of
friendly units, include counterartillery and air defense suppression. It has both
a conventional and nuclear capability. Reliability, range, safety, fire control,
and crew protection improvements have been made to the weapon. Development of a
crew ballistic shelter is in progress to protect the crew from small arms fire andartillery fragments.

Range: 29km with rocket—assisted projectilef
23km unassisted

Weight: 62,500 lbs.
Crew: 13 men
Ammunition: High—Explosive Nuclear, Binary Chemical, Improved Conventional Munitions, and

High—Explosive, Rocket—Assisted

The Soviet 203mm SP Gun is the closest equivalent to the M110A2, and is considered
roughly equal in most performance characteristics.

Conversion of the M110A1 to the A2 configuration is being accomplished by the field
application of muzzle brakes.

Bowen-McLaughlin—York (York, PA)
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PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

M198 lSSMM MEDIUM TOWED HOWITZER

The M198 will be employed in the active Army and reserve components in the direct
support field artillery battalions of the infantry divisions and separate brigades
and in corps battalions supporting the airborne and air assault divisions. It will
also be employed by the US Marines in their divisions. It replaces the World War
II—vintage 155mm towed howitzer and the 105mm towed howitzer of the light divi—
sions. The M198 provides major increases in range and reliability over its prede—
cessor howitzers. It may be parachute delivered or carried by a variety of cargoaircraft or medium helicopters.

Range: 30.5 km with rocket-assisted projectiles (RAP)
Weight: 15,500 lbs
Crew: 11
Ammunition: Standard 155mm ammunition, nuclear ammunition, and the new family of 155mm

ammunition (cannon—launched, guided projectiles, scatterable mines,and improved
conventional munitions).

The Soviet towed D30, 122mm howitzer is the rough equivalent of the M198 in most
performance characteristics. It is considered an excellent and reliable weapon.

The M198 has its last funded procurement in FY 1982.

Numax Electronics (Hauppauge, NY)
Consolidated Diesel Electric Corp. (Greenwich, CT)
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COPPERHEAD

Copperhead, a cannon-launched guided projectile, is a 155mm artillery projectile
designed to destroy stationary or moving enemy tanks and other high—value targets.
It can be fired from any current or planned 155mm howitzer. When the projectile
reaches the general vicinity of the target, it searches for and acquires the
reflection of a laser beam projected on the target by a friendly forward observer.
It then makes the necessary course corrections with its fins and homes in on the
laser spot. Its accuracy is so good that it can literally drop down the open hatch
of a moving tank at 16 kilometers. Copperhead is designed to complement rather
than replace conventional 155mm projectiles in artillery units.‘
Range: 16 km
Weight: 137 lbs
Warhead: Shaped Charge Fragmentation

There is no counterpart to Copperhead in the inventory of any foreign army at this
time.

C0pperhead is now being procured. Initial operational capability will be achieved in
1982.

Martin Marietta (West Hartford, CT)
Chandler Evans (West Hartford, CT)
Hamilton Standard (Farmington, CT)
KDI Score (Cockeysville, MD)
Harris Industries (Melbourne, FL)
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BATTERY COMPUTER SYSTEM (BCS)

The Battery Computer System is designed to provide improved fire control and bal—liStic computational capability for field artillery batteries. The BCS will per—
form ballistic computations for individual weapons, do target prediction, andinterface with other artillery fire direction systems. The unit will consist of a
computer unit located at battery headquarters and a gun display unit for eachindividual weapon. The use of unique data to individually aim each weapon at thetarget permits howitzers to be positioned randomly, using the most protective ter—rain available. This increases the overall survivability of each weapon and theunit. The BCS will also be used to provide fire control in Multiple Launch Rocket
System and Lance missile units. '

The BCS is type classified Standard, and initial production began in 1980.

Norden Division UTC (Norwalk, CT)
Marconi Space and Defense Systems Limited (UK)
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FIREFINDER RADARS (COUNTERBATTERY RADAR
(AN/TPQ-37) AND COUNTERMORTAR RADAR (AN/TPQ-36))

Each Army division will be equipped with two counterbattery radars and three coun—
termortar radars. These devices will enable friendly forces to locate and bring
immediate fire upon enemy mortar, artillery, and rocket-launching positions,
silencing them before they can adjust their fires on friendly units and positions.
The FIREFINDER radars, the world's first automatic hostile—weapon—locating radars,
use advanced phased array antenna techniques complete with computer-controlled sig—
nal processing. They function by spotting enemy projectiles in flight and
mathematically backplotting their trajectory. The position of the weapon is repor—
ted in grid coordinates that can be fed automatically into artillery fire direction
centers, enabling them to target the enemy weapons with guns, rockets, or other
ordnance. In tests, both radars, in combination with fire control devices, enabled
an artillery unit to have accurate counterfire on the way before the first enemyprojectile struck the ground.

The Soviet Army, like the US Army, presently employs first—generation
weapon—locating radars that are considerably less accurate and automated than
either the AN/TPQ-36 or AN/TPQ—37. No other country has a radar with capabilities
equivalent to the AN/TPQ-36 or AN/TPQ-37.

Research and development was completed in FY80. The AN/TPQ—37 was first fielded in
December 1980. The AN/TPQ-36 is scheduled for initial fielding in the third quar—
ter of FY82.

Hughes Aircraft (Fullerton, CA)
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GROUND LASER LOCATOR DESIGNATOR (GLLD)

GLLD is a precision device used to find the range to enemy targets and project aninvisible, coded, laser spot on the targets so that laser homing munitions such as
Copperhead and Hellfire can home in on them. GLLD will be employed by forwardartillery observers from vehicles, bunkers, or foxholes. After using GLLD to find
the range to the target, the forward observer provides the target coordinates and
other data to the fire direction center. When he has received word that the roundis on the way, he switches on the laser designator several seconds before the roundis due to strike. Copperhead, as it nears the area of target, "looks for" the
laser spot, and after locating it on the target, flies into it. -The GLLD can then
be slewed to the next target, enabling the forward observer to engage several tar—
gets in rapid succession.

Weight: 52 lbs
Rangefinder range: 10 km

The Soviets are known to be working with low—energy lasers for munitions guidance.

GLLD is now in procurement and will be fielded in the early eighties.
Hughes Aircraft Co. (Culver City, CA)
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Combat Support is an aggregation of the following mission areas
dedicated to providing operational assistance to the combat arms:

(1) Engineer Support relates to combat engineer efforts and
mine/countermine warfare.

(2) NBC relates to supporting combat operations in a nuclear,
biological, chemical environment.

(3) Theater/Tactical Intelligence relates to providing
theater/tactical commanders with intelligence and information to
support planning, the conduct of combat operations, and the readiness
of forces for combat operations.

60
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M9 ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER (ACE)

The M9 is a high-speed, full-tracked, armored dozer—scraper combination. It will
be fielded in combat engineer units in the forward battle area. The principal
tasks of the M9 are to prepare fighting positions for tanks and other weapons sys—
tems, and construct obstacles such as antitank ditches. The M9 has the speed and
mobility to keep pace with the tank-infantry team on the battlefield and thus can
provide a rapid digging capability where and when needed by the combat force. In
addition, the M9 has armor protection against small arms and artillery fragmenta-
tion, and chemical/biological protection for the operator.

IWeight: Empty 32,500 lbs
Loaded 54,000 lbs

Speed: 30+ mph
Air Droppable
Amphibious

No known Soviet counterpart.

The M9 will begin initial production in FY82. The first unit will be equipped with
the M9 in FY84.

Pacific Car and Foundry Company (Renton, WA)
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GROUND-EMPLACED MINE SCATTERING SYSTEM (GEMSS)

GEMSS is a passive, primary, antiarmor system. The trailer—mounted mine—dispensing
system, M128, provides the maneuver commander a highly flexible and responsive
capability for emplacing large volumes of highly lethal antitank (AT) and antiper—
sonnel (AP) mines in a very short time. GEMSS is the primary ground system of the
Family of Scatterable Mines (FASCAM), designed to provide the modern battlefield
commander with heretofore unknown flexibility and responsiveness in creating potent
obstacles to threat armor mobility. The M128 dispenser can be towed by tracked or
wheeled vehicles. The AT mine has a magnetic influence fuze, giving it the ability
to attack the full width of the target vehicle. The AP mine, a ground blast frag—
mentation mine, activated by automatically deployed tripline sensors, makes the
GEMSS minefield a formidable obstacle to troops and prevents dismounted clearing
operations. Both mines have a built—in self-destruct (SD) mechanism, set by the
dispenser operator, to provide the choice of a long or short time interval. Once
the SD time has lapsed, the minefield is neutralized, permitting unhindered
movement of friendly forces. A well—trained engineer team can emplace 800 mines in
15 minutes.

The Soviets have a wide variety of AT mines and dispensing systems; however, none
is comparable to GEMSS.

GEMSS‘is in production and will be fully operational in the near future.

Engineered Systems Development Corp.
Aerojet—General Corporation
Honeywell
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REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES (RPV)

”ISSION: The RPV is a small propeller-driven, pilotless aircraft designed to fly in hostile_______ territory and locate targets, allow adjustment of artillery fire from remote dis-
tances, and laser-designate targets for destruction by laser—seeking artillery ormissiles. It can also perform reconnaissance, damage assessment, and other func—
tions. The RPV is rail—launched from a flatbed truck, and upon completion of its
mission, can be recovered and reused. It carries a small TV or Forward—Looking
Infrared (FLIR) night vision sensor. The signals from this device are projected on
a TV screen where they are monitored by controllers. When a target is found, the
controller directs the RPV to its immediate location by centering it under a cross—
hair sighting device on the screen. At this point, the grid coordinates of the
target can be determined, transmitted to an artillery unit, and the target can be
engaged. If desired, the RPV can hover in the target area and provide a capability
to adjust fire. If the controller wishes to illuminate the target with a laser
beam, he merely hits a switch. Thereafter, laser-seeking weapons, such as
Copperhead, can be fired into the general vicinity of the target and will home in
on the laser spot. The RPV can be used for penetration of the Forward Line of
Troops into zones protected by formidable enemy air defenses and into areas masked
to other reconnaissance means. This is the only system in the Defense Departmentspecifically designed to perform this function.

CHARACTERISTICS: Weight; 220 lbs. at launch""_- Endurance: 3 hours
Speed: 49-98 knots

PROGRAM STATUS: The RPV is currently in development, with fielding scheduled in the mid—1980's.

CONTRACTORS; Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. (Sunnyvale, CA)
Harris Corporation (Melbourne, FL)
Dornier GmbH (Friedrichshaffen, West Germany)
Kearfott Singer (Little Falls, NY)
Westinghouse (Baltimore, MD)
Lockheed—Georgia Co. (Marietta, GA)
Brunswick Corp. (Marion, VA)
All-American Engineering (Wilmington, DE)an.
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OV-lD (MOHAWK) SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

The 0V—1D, MOHAWK, is a two—passenger, twin turbo—prop, combat-designed aircraft
equipped with photographic and electronic or infrared sensors that are capable of
monitoring enemy operations in daylight, darkness, and inclement weather. The pri—
mary sensor is the AN/UPD—7 airborne radar surveillance system.

Mission Gross Weight (lbs): 18,384
IR System: AN/AAS—24
Camera System: KS-60
Side looking Airborne Radar: AN/UPD_7 ,
Mission Loiter Time (Hrs): 3.9

There are currently 5 Companies (14 aircraft each) and 2 Detachments (6 aircraft
each) in operational use worldwide. Conversion of older OV-l models to the OV—lD
configuration is continuing, and the radar system is being product improved.

Grumman Aerospace (Stuart, FL)
Motorola Inc. (Tempe, AZ)
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QUICK FIX

Quick Fix is a tactical, heliborne jamming system configured in the EH—lH, EH-IX,
and EH-6OA helicopters. Each aircraft has the capability to intercept and jam
radio communications, and the EH—lX and EH-60 versions can also locate (direction
finding) communication transmitters. Three Quick Fix aircraft will be organic to a
US Army division, separate brigade, or armored cavalry regiment.

EH—m EH—1x EH—60A
Mission Gross Weight (lbs) 8800 9200 16500"
Time on Station (hrs) 1.7 1.5 '4.8

There is no known Soviet system comparable to Quick Fix. The Soviets do, however,
have communications jammers.

Several interim, EH-lH, Quick Fix systems (3 aircraft each) are currently fielded;
the interim EH-IX system is in production, andrthe EH-60A, QUICK FIX, is in
development.

Electromagnetic Systems Laboratories, Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA)
Sikorsky Aircraft (Stratford, CN)
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QUICK LOOK

MISSION; The Quick Look System is an airborne, automatic, computer—controlled electronic_—_—_"— intelligence system that provides corps and division commanders with the location
and type of threat noncommunications emitters opposing them. Quick Look's airborneelectronic equipment is mounted in the RV—lD, Mohawk, aircraft.

CHARACTERISTICS: Mission Gross Weight (lbs): 18,384
Mission Loiter Time (hrs): 3.8

SOVIET COUNTERPART: There is no known Soviet system comparable to Quick Look.’

pROGRAM STATus; There are currently three Quick Look systems (6 aircraft each) in operational use. A———-—““——“‘ fourth system will be fielded in FY82 and deployed to Europe.
CONTRACTORS; Grumman Aerospace (Stuart, FL)

UTL Corp (Dallas, TX)
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MISSION:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

GUARDRAIL V

Guardrail V, a combined airborne and ground communications intelligence system, is
designed to intercept and locate enemy communications emitters. The system will
provide timely and accurate data on enemy locations and plans, which will enable
the tactical commander to concentrate his combat resources at the critical time and
place.

Max Gross Weight: 14,000 lbs.
Pressurization: Yes
Service Ceiling: 27,000 ft.
Mission Loiter Time: 5.8 hrs. .

The Soviets have a wide variety of airborne and ground—mounted electronic warfare
systems. There is no known Soviet system comparable to Guardrail, although the
AN—12 CUB C performs similar missions.

The currently deployed Guardrail V System‘s airborne equipment is mounted on RU—21H

aircraft. Contractual work for the Improved Guardrail V system, to mount the air—
borne equipment in RC-lZD aircraft and to increase system performance and intero—
perability, was started in 1981.

Beech Aircraft Corporation (Wichita, KS)
Electromagnetic Systems Laboratories, Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA)
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CHARACTERLSTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

w”RAMSTATUS=

BINARY CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

National defense policy dictates that the US must retain a credible retaliatory
chemical warfare capability. This policy is based on the belief that a credible
retaliatory capability is the most effective deterrent to initiation of chemical
warfare by any potential enemy. Our current stockpile of 15— to 25—year—old con—
ventional chemical munitions is rapidly deteriorating and becoming obsolete. The
binary munitions concept provides the most politically and technologically accepta—
ble alternative to modernizing our retaliatory stockpile. The binary concept uses
two nontoxic chemical components physically separated until they combine while in
flight to the target to form a lethal chemical nerve agent. Significant increases
in safety, production, storage, handling, and eventual disposal over current con—
ventional chemical munitions are realized through the binary concept.

Type binary munitions: 8—inch
MLRS
155mm

The Soviets are believed to have the most extensive offensive and defensive chemi—
cal warfare capability in the world. A variety of modern agents, multiple delivery
systems, and the tactical doctrine necessary for large—scale use have been
developed. The capability to produce and stockpile large quantities of chemical
warfare agents and munitions exists. Whether the Soviets would initiate CW in a
nuclear or nonnuclear war, and under what conditions, is not certain; however,
their capability to do so is undeniable. The current inadequacy of the US retalia-
tory capability increases the probability of Soviet employment of chemical weapons.

The 155mm binary projectile has been developed. Both the 8—inch projectile and
MLRS munitions will commence advanced development in FY82. Work will continue on
the development of more effective agents and weapon systems which will increase the
range and area coverage of the US retaliatory capability. Even though the Army is
pursuing development of binary technology, production of any binary chemical muni—
tion must be certified as essential to national security by the President to
Congress.
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MISSION:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

CONTRACTORS:

IMPROVED NUCLEAR PROJECTILES

These projectiles, for the standard 8—inch and 155mm howitzers, are designed to
deter or defeat enemy nuclear or conventional attack. They will replace the aging
projectiles currently in the inventory. The new projectiles, besides being more
accurate and longer ranged, have security devices and command—disable features that
will insure against unauthorized use or terrorist capture in an operable condition.
The currently fielded 8—inch is assembled from nuclear components. Firing data is
derived from a special spotting round. The new 8—inch round will not require field
assembly or a special spotting round. Firing data will be derived from a conven—
tional, high—explosive projectile. Preparation for firing of the new projectile
requires only setting and insertion of the electronic~fuze. The 8—inch round
entered production in FY81 and is being fielded as an enhanced radiation weapon.
The new 155mm round, which is in development, will be compatible with the SP/FH 70
NATO howitzers and will be many times more effective than the current round because
of improved accuracy and increased range and yield. The current 155mm nuclear
round is not compatible with SP/FH 70 NATO howitzers and is inaccurate because it
has neither a special spotting round nor ballistic similitude with conventional
munitions to provide a basis for firing data corrections. The new projectile will
be ballistically similar to the M549 Rocket—Assisted Projectile. Fielding of an
improved 155mm nuclear projectile will dramatically improve the capability and sur-
vivability of tactical nuclear forces by spreading the nuclear capability over the
US and NATO 155mm cannon force structure.

The Soviets have a wide variety of tactical nuclear weapons.

Motorola Corp. (Scottsdale, AZ)
Sandia Corp. (Livermore, CA)
Sandia Corp. (Albuquerque, NM)
Chamberlain Manufacturing Corp. (Waterloo, IA)
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (Livermore, CA)
Ferrulmatics, Inc. (Patterson, NJ)
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The Combat Service Support mission area relates to providing tactical OMBA I SERVI‘ :E SUPPOR Icommanders with supply, maintenance, personnel and administration, civil
affairs, medical, transportation, and other services. In terms of equipment
modernization of the force, this handbook includes those major items that the
Army is developing to improve its tactical transportation capability.
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MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

BLACK HAWK

The Black Hawk is replacing the UH—l "Huey" in the air assualt, air cavalry, and
aeromedical evacuation missions. While the UH—l is an excellent and reliable heli—
copter, it is power—limited to the degree that under hot weather and high—altitude
conditions it is sometimes limited to carrying only one combat—equipped passenger.
In addition, it proved in Vietnam to be extremely vulnerable to small arms ground
fire. The UH—60A, Black Hawk, can carry more than twice the UH-l payload and is
capable of transporting an entire 11—man, fully equipped squad 42 knots faster in
all weather conditions. The Black Hawk is the first utility helicopter that adds
to the mobility of division artillery with its capability to reposition a 105mm
howitzer, its crew of 6 personnel, and up to 30 rounds of ammunition in a single
lift. Its critical components and systems are armored or redundant to enable it to
withstand multiple small arms hits, and its airframe is designed to progressively
deform on impact to protect the crew in a crash. Application of advanced technol—
ogy in the Black HAwk systems makes it easier to maintain in the field than any
other helicopter in the world. Black Hawk's full—squad carrying ability signifi—
cantly improves the small unit commander's ability to retain control of his forces
under combat landing zone conditions, and will permit more rapid replacement of
ammunition and other combat consumables in a high—intensity war.

Speed: 145 knots
Endurance: 2.3 hours
Vertical Rate of Climb: 635 feet per minute at 4000ft/95°F
Armament: Two 7.62mm Machineguns
Payload: 2640 lbs at 4000ft/95°F/Max Vertical Climb

8300 lbs at sea level/95°F/HOGE (at Max Gross Weight
of 20,250 lbs.)

NOTE: Performance characteristics at primary mission gross weight of 16,260 lbs,
unless otherwise indicated.

The HIP series, much slower and used by the Soviets as a troop carrier and general
cargo transport, can carry up to 24 troops.

The US Army is fielding the UH-6OA Black Hawk to high—priority units in the conti—
nental United States and Europe.

Sikorsky (Stratford, CT)
General Electric (W. Lynn, MA)
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MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CH—47 MODERNIZATION

The CH—47 Chinook is the Army's only active medium—lift helicopter. Designed in
the 1950's and fielded in 1962, the CH—47's primary missions are movement of ammu—
nition, repair parts, and petroleum and tactical movement of artillery, troops, and
special weapons on the battlefield. In 1975 a modernization program was approved
to upgrade the CH—47A, B, and C models into a new D model configuration. These
improvements extend the useful life of the fleet beyond the year 2000. They
include new fiberglass rotor blades, engines, transmission and drive system, modu—
larized hydraulics, electrical system, advanced flight controls, triple hook cargo
system, and an auxiliary power unit. These features greatly enhance reliability,
maintainability, productivity, survivability, and safety of the medium—lift fleet.
Gross Weight: 50,000 lbs.
Speed: 162 knots
Troops: 33
Maximum Internal Load: 24,500 lbs.

The Soviets have several helicopters in the medium—lift category, including the
“Hip" and "Hook." None is considered equal in performance or efficiency to the
improved Chinook.

The CH—47 is in the second year of production, and a contract has been awarded for
remanufacture of 19 aircraft in FY82.

Boeing Vertol (Philadelphia, PA)
Avco Lycoming (Stratford, CT)
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MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTOR:

C—12 AIRPLANE

The C—12 is a low—wing, twin-engine, pressurized—cabin, passenger/cargo—carryingutility airplane. It is capable of operating under instrument flight conditions
day or night, in high-density air traffic control zones and in known icing weather
conditions. The C—12 aircraft contributes to the combat readiness and
effectiveness of both active and reserve component units by providing priority
transportation of cargo and personnel, intelligence gathering when equipped with
special electronic equipment, medical evacuation and command and control in peace,mobilization, and war.

Gross Weight: 12,500 lbs.
Cruise Speed: 242 knots
Ceiling: 31,000 feet
Range with Payload: 1,681 NM

The Soviets have several small transport/utility aircraft that could be used in
Similar rOles. These include the CASH A, the CLOD, and an older aircraft, the
COLT.

The C—12 is presently in the inventory.

Beech Aircraft Corp. (Wichita, KS)
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MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

M113A2 ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER

The M113A2 is an upgraded version of the original M113 first built in 1961. Over
sixty thousand of these vehicles have been produced for the US and allied armies
since then. The M113A2 is designed to transport troops, mortars, missile launchers
and cargo during combat operations. It has a swim capability and is airdroppable.
The M113 family of vehicles, which includes the M113A1 and M113A2, is a
high-quality carrier fleet and will continue to see service in various capacities
for the next several decades. Because of its thin armor plate, lack of capability
for the infantryman to fight from within, limited firepower and mobility, it has
limited value on the modern battlefield. The M113A2 will be replaced by the
Infantry Fighting Vehicle. '

Weight: 24,986 lbs. Armament: 50 cal. machinegun
Armor: Aluminum Horsepower: 212
Road Speed: 42 mph Troop Capacity: 11
Cross—Country: 19 mph

The Soviet wheeled BTR-SOP and BTR-60PB series amphibious armored personnel car—
riers are roughly equivalent in concept to the M113. An improved version of the
BTR—60PB, the BTR M1978, is beginning to enter Soviet units as a replacement for
the older series vehicles. The tracked carrier is used to carry infantry and as a
prime mover for towed artillery and antitank guns.

Programs are ongoing to convert the remaining gasoline—powered M113 family vehicles
to diesel power, and the cooling, heating, and suspension systems of the entire
fleet all upgraded to the A2 configuration. These programs are scheduled for com—
pletion during the next ten years.

FMC Corp. (San Jose, CA)
GMC, Detroit Diesel Allison (Detroit, MI)
GMC, Detroit Diesel Allison (Indianapolis, IN)
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PROGRAM STATUS:

HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLE (HMMWV)

The HMMWV development program will provide a successor to selected M151 (1/4—ton
Jeep), all M274 (1/2-ton MULES), and all 1-1/4-ton trucks (GAMA GOATS). HMMWV's
will also be used in the airborne, airmobile, and light infantry divisions as the
weapons carrier for the TOW missile. They will be required to fill roles as recon—
naissance, fire support, communication, and command and control vehicles and ambu-
lances in Army units. This high mobility 4x4 vehicle will be diesel powered, and
utilize a common chassis with three body configurations to meet the above require—
ments. This Tri-Service program also will provide vehicles to satisfy Marine Corps
and Air Force requirements. The HMMWV is a complementary program to the nondeve—
lopmental commercial utility and cargo vehicle (CUCVY.

Contracts with three manufacturers (AM General Corp, Chrysler Defense Incorp., and
Teledyne Continental MotorS) were signed in July 1981. Each contractor will deli—
ver 11 prototypes for competitive development and operational testing in 1982. A
production contract will be awarded to the winning competitor in 1983.
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CHEVROLET
General Motors Corporation Candidate
Utility Version of CUCV (cargo version
not shown).

AMC
American Motors Corporation Candidate
Cargo Version of CUCV (utility version
not shown).
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Chrysler Corporation Candidate Cargo
Version of CUCV (utility version not
shown).

MISSION:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

COMMERCIAL UTILITY AND CARGO VEHICLE (CUCV)

The CUCV program is designed to provide a 3/4- to 5/4-ton payload, four—wheel
drive, off—the—Shelf, commercially available vehicle. The CUCV will come in uti—lity, cargo, and ambulance versions. As a complementary vehicle to the HMMWV, it
replaces vehicles not requiring the greater mobility and capability of the HMMWV.
It will replace the S/A-ton truck (M880) and the remainder of the 1/4—ton utility
trucks (M151) not replaced by the HMMWV. The CUCV is a Tri—Service Program that
also provides vehicles to the Marine Corps and Air Force.

The CUCV has no direct Soviet counterpart.

Type classification is scheduled for January 1982. Solicitation to industry for
this nondevelopmental item will follow shortly after type classification.
To be selected based on a competitive acquisition program in the second and third
quarters of Fiscal Year 1982.
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MISSION:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTOR:

HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCK (HEMTT)

The HEMTT program provides a lO—ton, 8—whee1 drive, tactical truck with tandem
front and rear axle. This highly mobile vehicle will come in four body styles:
cargo, tractor, wrecker, and fuel tanker. The 10—ton HEMTT features an assemblage
of commercially proven components and will meet high—priority requirements for the
MLRS, Patriot, other systems, and regular Army Unit Ammunition and fuel transporta_
tion requirements.

Of a number of vehicles, the closest counterpart is probably the ZIL—l35.

0n 22 May 1981, a 5—year multiyear contract was awarded for a basic quantity of
2,140 vehicles with an option to increase production by 250%.

Oshkosh Truck Corporation (Oshkosh, WI).
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The Tactical Command, Control, and Communications (C3) mission area
includes resources for providing effective command and control, automation,
and communications support to combat units. In order for a commander to
effectively control his tactical elements, he must know where they are located
and must have a means by which to talk to them even in an enemy electronic
countermeasure environment. The systems included in this mission area provide
that capability. Without them, the Army would be as helpless as a person
without a nervous system.
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MISSION:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTOR:

POSITION LOCATING REPORTING SYSTEM (PLRS)

PLRS is a joint Army/Marine Corps development to automatically provide combat com—
manders with accurate location data on deployed forces, and to provide reliable
navigation information and a limited data communication capability to equipped
friendly units or personnel. PLRS consists of a master control station at the
division command post, an alternate master control station at division artillery,
and up to 570 lightweight user units in manpack, vehicle, and aircraft configura—
tion distributed throughout division (or separate brigade) maneuver and fire sup—
port elements. User units automatically transmit location data to the master con—
trol station, where it is displayed in realtime. This enables visual command and
control of forces over a large area in a manner neverybefore possible. Through the
data communication capability of PLRS, users can send short preformatted or
free—form messages between themselves and/or the master station to obtain automatic
location and navigation information on themselves or other users. This feature
significantly relieves the existing FM voice nets of the division commonly used for
such purposeS. The system is cryto—secure and highly resistant to jamming.

None Known

PLRS is completing engineering development in 1982. Deployment is scheduled
for the mid-80's.

Hughes.Ground Systems Group (Fullerton, CA)
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MISSION:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTOR:

AN/TTC—39 CIRCUIT SWITCH AND AN/TYC-39 MESSAGE SWITCH

These switches provide automatic switching service, interconnecting analog and
digital users, between tactical and Defense Communication System switches, and
between US and NATO national switches. The design in both switches employs micro—
electronic components and design techniques to minimize size, weight, and power
consumption. The AN/TTC—39 system will be the heart of the multichannel switched
network and a highly efficient means of connecting telephones, message traffic, and
data users in both a secure and nonsecure mode.

There is no known Soviet counterpart. .4

Both switches were authorized for production in FY80. The first production
switches will be delivered in FY83.

GTE Sylvania (Needham Heights, MA)
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MANEUVER CONTROL SYSTEM (MCS)

MISSION: The Maneuver Control System is a command and control system providing an automated“““—_ information network to assist battle staffs in operational control of the maneuver
force. Presently there is no automation in this functional area. The MCS

development began in September 1980 with the introduction to Europe of a prototype
system using militarized microprocessor systems and minicomputer equipment. From

an initial introduction of three systems, the fielded prototype has grown to 20

systems which are in the hands of the field user. This program will provide staff
users a much-improved means for processing up—to—date battle information upon which
to base estimates, plans, and orders. In doing so, the system will more rapidly
get information out and summarize reports into the Battle center while evolving to
a data base of operations data for improving timeliness of the staff planning and
decisionmaking processes. Overall, this program's goal is to speedup the tactical
decision process enabling commanders to react faster to the fluid conditions of
combat.

PROGRAM STATus; The MCS is a command and control system evolutionary development, capitalizing on
_____—-—-————-— user feedback to provide direction for future improvements while providing a basic

capability; pending a successful system development review, initial production is
scheduled to begin in FY83.

CONTRACTORS: Singer Lieberscope (Glendale, CA)
General Dynamics (San Diego, CA)
Datametrics (Van Nuys, CA)
iNSGROUP (Long Beach, CA)
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SINCGARS—V
TACTICAL COMBAT NET RADIO

MISSION:

CHARACTERISTICS:

SOVIET COUNTERPART:

PROGRAM STATUS:

CONTRACTORS:

SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AIRBORNE RADIO SUBSYSTEM (SINCGARS—V)

The SINCGARS—V program will provide the next generation of VHF—FM combat net radios
to be fielded for the US Forces in the mid-1980's. This family of radios will be
lightweight, securable, capable of providing both voice and data transmission and
possessing electronic counter—countermeasures (ECCM) features. The radio configu_
rations (manpack, vehicular and airborne) will be developed based on maximum capa_
bility of components and reduction in logistic support requirements. The current
effort is in an advanced development stage with three contractual efforts; two
slow frequency hopping and one fast frequency'hopping effort, all awarded in April
1978.

Weight: 14 lbs w/battery
Frequency Range: 30.00 to 87.975 Mhz

Channels: 2320
Channel Spacing: 25 Khz

The Soviets have no known counterparts.

In FY82 the Program Will complete final dESign of the Advanced Development Model.
Present schedule calls for developmental and operational testing to be conducted
during March—August 1983.

Cincinnati Electronics (Cincinnati, 0H)
ITT Aerospace/Optical Division (Fort Wayne, IN)
Rockwell—Collins (Cedar Rapids, IA)
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The Strategic Conflict mission area relates to inter-continental
or transoceanic inter-theater conflict. The Ballistic Missile Defense
(BMD) program is the Army's only strategic weapons development program.
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STRATEGIC CONFLICT
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MISSIOE:

SOVIET COUNTEKPART:

CONTRACTORS:

BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE

The Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) program is the Army's only strategic weapons

development program. Its overall objective is to maintain the option to rapidly
develop and deploy the most effective BMD system permitted by technology.

Major thrusts within the BMD program, which uses an evolutionary systems approach,

include the low—altitude defense (LOAD) system, exoatmospheric
(outside-the-atmosphere) overlay defense concepts, and a Layered Defense System

which could employ both low—and—high-altitude BMD weapons.

The LOAD system, employing short—range nuclear armed misgiles and small
phased-array radars, would provide a rapidly deployable defense for our ICBM capa—

bility.
LOAD could also be used as the lower layer in a Layered Defense System. The top

layer, or overlay, of such a system would use advanced.opt1cal and lufrared sensors

to track and destroy (with nonnuclear weapons) enemy misSiles-before they reenter
the earth's atmosphere. This two—tiered system-would be particularly attract1ve
for defense of assets where maximum protection 1s critical; for example, hardened

missile sites and command and control systems.

In addition to the continued focus on near-term systems concepts, the BMD R&D pro—

gram is developing advanced technology for upgrading systems and investigating
future systems concepts, such as space—based BMD.

The Soviets maintain an operational BMD system around Moscow, and are very active
in BMD technology and system development efforts.

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. (Huntington Beach, CA)

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. (Sunnyvale, CA)

Martin Marietta Corp. (Orlando, FL)
Teledyne Brown Engineering (Huntsville, aL) .

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory (Lex1ngton, MA)

The Boeing Co. (Seattle, WA)
' heon Watland, MA)
::::well international Corp. (Anaheim, CA)

System Development Corp. (Huntsville, AL)
Hughes Aircraft Corp. (Fullerton, CA)
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